
Ó
Ignore 1I you 

obtained.

K: Deal 1A.

“Mam� ag� ”
6 

3

Place 2 knight tokens 

on 2 di� erent spaces at least 

5 spaces away from Queen’s 

Valley. When you perform 

the Explore Action on 

a space with your knight 

token, place it on this card. 

When 2 knight tokens 

are on this card, see T8.

� lay 

� � �  s

As long as this card is face-up, 

Queen’s Valley space is 

considered to contain 2 W icons.

3

 3

Engagement: You may 

spend 1F to gain 2 red 

dice when a� acking.

K: Deal 1A.

Painsaw

3
Engagement: Roll 1 red 

die and apply its result 

(if you obtain I, su� er 1A).  

� en discard this card.

“B� m-ba� ”

When performing the Camp 
Action, you may test Aid. 
1 chosen knight on your 

space heals 1 A for 
each V you obtain.

B� ß �  � � s

When � ghting against [, < or > 

enemies, you may su� er 1 A 

to obtain 1 additional K.

Sm� e �   Unc� � 

 4 3Heavy or Medium

Ranged A� acks: 
Before rolling your 
a� ack dice you may 

spend 1H to deal 
2A to your enemy 

(once per combat).

C� n� 

New C� b� ra

When performing the Camp Action 

on this space, you may resolve Barter (2).

Special Action (� e Bazaar): Draw 5 cards from 

the bo� om of the gear deck and keep 1 of them. 

Shu�  e the remaining cards back into the gear 

deck. You may discard 1 chosen resource to � ip the 

card to its working side. Place your knight token 

on this landmark card a� er using this ability. L3

� reat 1.

Scouting Ahead: If your Exploration is at least 3, 

you may draw 1 additional wasteland card and choose 

the card to resolve yourself. Discard the other cards.

Gain 1Z. � en draw 2 cards from a chosen 

wasteland deck. � e player to your right chooses 

which one you have to resolve. Discard the other 

card.

W� � ho� 

� reat 1.
� is enemy a� acks twice per 

combat (rolling for X and C).
K: � is enemy deals 1A 

(2A when making its C a� ack).

Frag’n’Hug

3
2

LISA GOMEZ
Lisa Gomez is the future of the post-Scourge warfare. Brought up in a family of a former Australian soldier, she’s been taught how to tackle horrors from the badlands since childhood. She learned how to handle a knife earlier than she learned letters, she also knows everything about booby traps, ambushes, and guerilla tactics. Lisa dreams of a day when she no longer needs to prove her worth just because she’s a woman. You might think that men are more suited to surviving in the Waste, but Lisa knows better. She’s here to show you that you won’t defeat a raging arnkerrth or a prowling clawed horror with your strength. It’s all about wits, drill, strategy and courage. And those Lisa has aplenty.

CHASSIS

TANK:

4

1Spend 1 F: 

+2 MP 3

3

DIRT BIKE

2

TYPE: LIGHT

When performing the Move 

Action, you spend 1 MP 

less (min. 1 MP) to enter a 

mountains or scrub space.

Ha
nd

s 
P

Ar
m

or
 E

Health
Resilience

Lose 1 die Cannot Heal A 

Camp

Exploration

Repair:

You may spend any number of G 

to heal 3A or 1D for each G spent.

You may spend up to 1F to gain 

+1 Exploration until the end of this action.

Blades

Survival

Aid

Guns

Negotiate

Tech1

2

4

5

66

7

8

66

33

0

ReveRend evans
Priest

2

2

Once per round you may  
re-roll any roll. If you do,  
you must re-roll all dice.30 x 30 x 4 cm 1 kg

33 x 33 x 30 cm 6,6 kg

MSRP:  $59,90

6x

The Waste is in turmoil. New challenges arise as old technologies, strange cults and pre-Scourge secrets return to haunt the survivors  of the apocalypse. From the war-torn west to the struggling east, theinhabitants of ruined Australia are longing for a moment of respite.
Will you be the one to grant it? Will you face the unknown threats  to prove human superiority? Or maybe you will seize the opportunityand grab what you can before everything goes to hell? Time to proveyour mettle against fearsome enemies and impossible dangers. Time

to show everyone that your deserve to be called a Waste Knight!
Tales from the Outback is an expansion for Waste Knights: Second Edition, a post-apocalyptic game of adventure and survival. It containsall non-exclusive game components from the successful Kickstartercrowdfunding campaign, upgrading your core game with the following:• 4 new Adventures featured in the 20-pages long, full-color Guide and the 100-pages long Book of Tales• 4 new Knights with highly-detailed minis, sheets and Upgrade Cards• 4 new vehicles to travel the wasteland

• Tens of tokens and cards depicting Gear, Enemies, Events, and more• New game mechanics enabling you to pimp up your ride, fulfill quests and look for legendary places lost in timePrepare yourself for many hours of climatic, immersive gameplay and reach for new tools to survive in this desolate world!

1-490-120 min. 14+
WASTE KNIGHTS: SECOND EDITION - TALES FROM THE OUTBACK  

TALES FROM  
THE OUTBACK 
KICKSTARTER UPGRADE




